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CHAPTER V 

CLOSURE 

A. Conclusion 

Based on the analysis of research data, the researcher concluded:  

a. The reason of the use of the telegram channel feature were to economize 

the data internet in which they usage of the data internet was more 

efficient since it mainly used live voice streaming. The second reason 

was the telegram channel features appropriately support the needs of 

online learning. The third reason was the simplicity of the telegram 

usage as the students could easily use it and the online learning went 

well. 

b. The procedure of using the telegram channel started from making a 

telegram account. Then we join the telegram channel by two ways; 

searching the channel of the telegram and accepting invitation of any 

telegram channel. After the admin of the telegram channel accepted our 

joining request, we were becoming the member of that telegram 

channel. We communicated and attended the online learning process 

based on the scheduled made by the admin/teacher using the live voice 

streaming channel feature.  

c. There were some benefits the teacher got from using the telegram 

channel feature. Firstly, the access to the application of the channel 

feature was free of charge. Secondly, the telegram channel feature was 

easy to be accessed either by the teacher or the students. Thirdly, this 
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application needed less data internet as we choose suitable feature in the 

application. Fourthly, user activities such as videos, voice, documents, 

pictures, galleries could be recorded and saved. Fifthly, the user could 

access the telegram channel feature every time and anywhere as far as the 

internet access available. 

d. There were some benefits the students got in using the telegram channel 

feature during online learning process. First, the use of the telegram 

channel feature kept students’ motivation and increased their self-

confidence. Second, enjoy using the telegram channel feature because it 

was simpler than another online media of learning. The third benefit was 

this media useful for students, only for online learning but also as media of 

communication to communicate with other. The fourth benefit was the 

telegram channel feature spent less data internet.  

B. Suggestion 

As the result of this research, the researcher had some suggestions: 

a. For the teachers, combining offline and online learning using telegram as media 

of learning is innovative learning which can be implemented in other school as 

the research proved it. 

b. For the teacher, trying some learning media, strategic of learning, variety of 

learning assessment is the way to enrich the quality of learning that has to be 

done.  
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c. For the students, use hand phone as media of learning, not only online class 

learning, but also learning all of useful knowledge as they can access it very 

simple. 

d. For the school authority, give the teacher and students more media to support 

their learning and keep their motivation 

e. For world of education, this research can be used as reference of the similar 

problem and the deeper comprehension.  

 


